
Bonita Adair 
Cow motif, Resistance 
9 inch by 12 inch
Sharpie and markers on drawing paper

"Deaf Mad Cow" 
When you see the mad cows, you automatically euthanize them. It is easy to spot ones. Being deaf, the 
parents automatically make decision to place Deaf to learn how to speak or put C.I. It is like spotlight 
on either of speaking fail or hearing fail. Wasting of their time and drillin on speech skills. 
Mosthandedly, the parents swallow hard to accept if the result as failed. AGB letters are marked as 
dominant. 

Patricia Durr
Cow Motif



P Durr 
Pay No Attention to....
graphite 
- i almost forgot to make an artwork for the challenge today and so this is a very fast sketch - see 
comments for a quote from Veditz about the Oral Moloch. You can decide who is the Moloch today. as 
for toto - can you guess who he represents?
#DeVIAanimalchallenge
#DeVIAcowbull

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviacowbull
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaanimalchallenge


Kathy Fisher-Abraham
Day 17- Cow motif (R)

" Indecisive AGB Cow"
mixed media 9x12 watercolor . coloring pencils, micron pen, oil sharpie ( black)



Jerry Grant
Cow motif, Resistance

"Stop AG Bell Cow Eating Hands", by Dawah (Jerry Grant) 2016

Sharpie Oil markers and Sharpie on 8-1/2"x11" Yellow paper



Takiyah Harris
Cow motif resistance 
"Surdism female cow with blue tape buttons on the eyes".
Inspired by Jan Van Eyck
Collage art
16x16



Hinda Kasher
Cow Motif
"Pharaoh's Dream"
Sketch with markers
(I plan to either paint with acrylic or digital drawing as the final product)

A brief explantation of Pharaoh's dream:

Seven healthy cows were eating grasses by the river, other seven cows looked thin and ill showed up, 
and they ate the healthy cows.
Pharaoh woke up, went back to sleep, and the second dream was the corn field, seven edible ears 
dangled in the wind that came from east, and seven sprouted ill ears swallowed up the seven edible 
ears.

My thoughts of his dream and how does it apply to our current situations--

Pharaoh's dream is a sign or warning of environment destruction by humans; anthropogenic impacts 
crushed the life processes, interactions, adaptions of the environment. The cause of some cows to 
become omnivores are because of industrial animal abuse, drugs, poisoned food supply, etc. This 
parallels with the history of oralism abuse toward the survivors deaf children in the educational and 



Laurie Monahan
cow motif (R)
"My Delicious Dinner"
Photography

Eventually, AGB, Starkey and others will dry up "blood" someday after we keep cooking them up!!!



Stevie Gemmill Naeyaert
Starkey's Cow
#AssemblyApp w/ iPad & Apple Pencil

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/assemblyapp


Nancy Rourke 
Day 17, COW motif, resistance category
"The Brain Moloch"
8 inch by 10 inch
oil on canvas

This painting is inspired by the book, "Made to Hear." The cow moloch and the mother both show a 
brain organ. This is all medicalization of deafness. It is an ongoing political, social, medical and 
economic struggle. This chapter talks about how medical professionals try to fix and change the way 
brain functions once a CI is turned on. While that is been done, a new treatment comes to mothers 
where they do a neurological training that will shape the interventions. They train the mothers to train 
their child's brain to make sure proper development is been done for spoken language. It's a huge push 
to that. So the mother is controlled by the brain moloch with swirly eyes. The flames are scorching in 
the background. This is mind blowing!



Paul Scearce
Motif: Cow (resistance art)
Media: digital painting w/ Procreate app (iPad) 
"AG Bell Cow"

Doctors, audiologists, counselors, cochlear implant corporations obeys Alexander Graham Bell 
Association & accepts money & sponsors. AG Bell tells them to deceive the parents of newborn Deaf 
babies that the best option for them to get better & have successful lives-- must get cochlear implant & 
learn spoken language only. AG Bell dont want Deaf children to learn sign language. They think it's 
very bad idea for Deaf babies and say that they will not able to lead successful & functioning lives. No 
it's big LIE & PROPAGANDA! Deaf people can have successful job & be self-sufficent. Deaf people 
can do anything expect hear!

“It is better to be a well-adjusted deaf man than a poor imitation of a hearing one." - Thomas Holcomb



Storme Ren Heidi
Cow today, gone tomorrow 

I wanted to relay the concept of the idol, the bell around the neck being a weight beyond bearable and 
have a run down of spooky asylum looking background. 
LSL, the Bell around our neck, it's time has come, being rid of this struggle would let us 'move on' get 
away from the asylum, the run down antiquated systems that hold us down... 

Don't know if i succeeded with my vision, but this is a fun one i may have to tease out with paint and 
marker. 

Digital sketch (for now)



medical systems, they were pushed to take the hearing test at birth, referrals to audiologist and 
psychologist, use oralism method, LSL, Cochlear Implants, etc. Another possibility of interpretation on 
the ears corn maize is the oppression of Native Americans when the White men authorities decided to 
put oil pipelines into the lands. 
The nature of biodiversity must never be taken advantaged of by the humans. We all came into the 
world together and there is no reason for humans to be tyrants of whats going on in this world. We are 
nothing without plants and animals.

Heres my interpretation of Pharaoh's dream:
He was told by spirits about the way he mistreated the Jews as slaves, dominated their lives in the way 
he envisioned, which corresponded to how he mistreated the cows that if he continued to keep the cows 
healthy, and abused the ill cows by starve them, and his actions turned the ill cows into omnivores, 
caused by malfunction of ecosystem. The second dream about ears signified the fact when Pharaoh 
enslaved the Jews, he treated his own people as the superior group, which left the Jews desperate to flee 
or die starving. This is a great example how the modern society continue to oppress us to be not 
natural. Force deaf children to become "hearing" is opposed to how ecosystem is designed. We must 
allow deaf children to feel free and as natural as possible to fit in the environment, not to intervene their 
natural process to be who they are.


